where c l denotes the coherence length of the illumination source.
To understand the formation of the QPMES signal, it is instructive to derive the interference signals at the output of the sensing interferometer for a completely spatially incoherent illumination field. Assuming low numerical aperture light illumination and collection (so that electric fields are paraxial), the interferometric components of these interference signals can be expressed as For standard 170-m thick glass coverslips and white light sources with a coherence length of l c ~5 m, Equation (1) suggests that retrieval of the total optical thickness of thin samples ( 2 sc pl  ) involves coherence tuning of the measurement and reflector fields ( 1 U and 3 U , respectively) by an OPD of ~2×1.51×170+5/2=516 m followed by introducing controllable phase differences between them. Note that the interference pattern produced by the field reflected from the sample surface, 1 U , and the sample-glass-interface wave, 2 U , suffers from a very low signal-to-noise ratio, and thus is undetectable. Also, it is noteworthy that QPMES could benefit from a strong signal reflected from the bottom surface of the coverslip (hence improving the detection signal-to-noise ratio), obtained, for instance, by coating the coverslip bottom surface with a highly reflective material. In general, 1 2 3 , , U U U , the electric fields emerging out from the sensing interferometer, constitute the relevant fields for the formation of the QPMES signal. Following remote coherence tuning and temporal phase shifting by the receiving interferometer, the phase distribution associated with the QPMES image is relative to the phase of the top surface of the coverslip at sample-free locations. As illustrated in Figure S1b , the 4 QPMES image can be expressed as the phase of the complex sum of Figure S1c ), comprising the vector sum of the fields reflected and backscattered from the sample (marked solid and dashed blue in Figure S1c , respectively), is generated. Then, Equation (2) Figure S1c .
Supplementary Note 2. Axial-displacement sensitivity in reflection and single-transmission mode quantitative phase imaging.
Consider a specimen comprising a slab of mean refractive index s n and thickness z placed in air, 1 a n  , at time 0 tt  ( Figure S2a) . A minute thickness of z is then etched out from the slab at time 1 tt  as shown in the right panel of Figure S2a . To quantify z, reflection and single- 
where k is the wavenumber of light and n  is the refractive index difference between the sample and surrounding medium (air in this example). Also, 0  represents the phase difference between the two arms of the single-transmission interferometer excluding the phase accumulated in the slab. Note that Equations (3a) and (3b) hold also for spatial phase measurements of a groove structure with a groove depth of z. 
